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DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 

NOTICE 

Date: 10/08/2022 

The Civil Engineering Students Association (CESA) is organizing a round table discussion 

with officer on 20/08/2022. The purpose of this discussion is to enlighten students about the 

Prospects of civil engineering graduates in the public sector, Information about how to 

prepare for the GATE and other competitive examinations and their importance. 

For registration and more details, kindly contact the following resource person(s) 

Staff Coordinator 
Pro£ K. M. Deore - 7249739924 
Student Coordinator 
Shinde A vinash Atmaram - 8148996148 
Kadam Mayuri Bhaskar - 7378926151 
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Date: Aug. 22, 2022 

Report on Expert Talk 

Late G. N. Sapkal College of Engineering, Nashik. 
In Association with Civil Engineering Students Association (CESA) 

Late G N Sapkal College of Engineering, Nashik 
Organized by: Civil Engineering Students Association (CESA) 
Program Report: Round Table Discussion with Officer 
Date: 20/08/2022 
Time: 10:00 AM to 12:00 PM 
Venue: 204, Departmental Library, Civil Engineering Building 
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CESA Expert talk Report 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Introduction: 

A "Round Table Discussion with Officer" session was arranged by the Civil Engineering 
Students Association Late G. N. Sapkal College of Engineering in Nashik for third-year civil 
engineering students who are planning to attempt competitive exams in the future. The purpose 
of the seminar was to give students insightful information on competitive tests, employment 
prospects, and the road to success. The session was planned by the Program Coordinator, Mr. 
Kiran Deore, with the assistance of the College's CMD, Dr. Ravindra Sapkal, and Principal, Dr. 
S. B. Bagal. 

Session Details: 

Speaker: Mr. Satyam Dusane 

Qualifications: BE Civil, ME Structures 
MPSC Qualification: Assistant Engineer, Water Resource Department 
GATE: 2016 Qualified 
Agenda: 
Welcome and Introduction: 
The program began with a warm welcome to Mr. Satyam Dusane, followed by a brief 
introduction of the session's objectives and structure by Prof. Kiran Deore. 

In his keynote speech, Mr. Dusane discussed his path from being a civil engineering student to 
someone who passed the MPSC examinations and was hired as an assistant engineer in the water 
resource department. He emphasized the value of discipline and a solid intellectual background. 

Students got the chance to reach out and ask Mr. Dusane questions on his exam-preparation 
techniques, time management, and experiences with the recruitment procedure during an 
energetic and engaging discussion that occurred. Students were able to learn important 
information about the world of competitive exams during this session. 

Mr. Dusane discussed several career opportunities in the public sector for civil engineering 
graduates, emphasizing the significance of working for the government sector and the benefits it 
provides in terms of job security and social impact. 

Mr. Dusane shared advice regarding ways to prepare for the Grad~ate Aptitude Test in 
Engineering (GATE) and how it can lead to lucrative ~tgraclu& e degrees and government jobs 
as a GATE 2016 qua 1 1er. ,,,, ··:-' ,,.----...:0
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CESA Expert talk Report 

------------------------------------------------------- ·---------------------------------------
Mr. Dusane was thanked for his significant time and ideas as the meeting came to a close. 
Students were able to ask questions and receive answers during an open Q&A session. 

Key Takeaways: 
• Understanding the importance of having a strong academic foundation. 
• Guidelines for efficient utilization of time and examination planning. 
• Prospects for civil engineering graduates in the public sector. 
• Inforrhation about hoJ to prepare for the GA TE exam and its importance. 

Closing Remarks: 
The "Round Table Discussion with Officer" session was highly informative and inspiring for the 
third-year Ciyil Engineering students of Late G N Sapkal College of Engineering, Nashik. Mr. 
Satyam Du~a~e's experiences and insights provided students with a clear direction on how to 
prepare for competitive exams and make informed career choices in the civil engineering field. 
The college would like to express its gratitude to Mr. Dusane for his valuable contribution and to 
the management, including Dr. Ravindra Sapkal and Dr. S. B. Bagal, for their support in 
organizing this event. Such sessions play a crucial role in shaping the aspirations and careers of 
our student!?, ~nd the institution is committed to organizi~g more such programs in the future. 

Photographs of the program: 

Pr~ Pagar 
CESA Coordinator 

Pr~;., Prof. Rff ~~adhav Prof. ~i;~ip~.s•gal 
.,._al -~ Prof.(Dr.) Sahebrao 8. Bagal 
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Civil Engineering Students Association (CESA) 

In association with 

Department of Civil Engineering 

Round table discussion with Officer 

Student Attendance Report 

Date: 20/08/2022 Venue: LGNSCOE 

Sr. No. Name of Student 

1 SHEWALE SHWETA MANIK 

2 GHUGE MADHURI ANIL 

3 KHATALE SURAJ BHARAT 

4 NAIK JITESH KISHOR 

5 RAUT KAN CHAN NAM DEV 

6 BODKE SHANTANU BABANRAO 

7 BHOIR VISHAKHA KASHINATH 

8 BHOYE HEENA CHHOTU 

9 BAG UL MAYUR ASHOK 

10 BHAMARE PRANIT NITIN 

11 KEDARE MEGHA VIJAY 

12 NIKAM HARSHADA DEELIP 

13 LANDE RUTIK SIDDHESHWAR 

14 ZOLE PRIYANKA YADAV 

15 JAGTAP DEVENDRA DATTU 

16 KAHAR ANIRUf ~f~JtV!~~~ 
',· '1\n c:1 11(• n ' o_ 
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17 

18 

Kalyani Hills, Anjaneri, Trimbakeshwar Road, 
Nashik - 422 213 

KAMBLE GAURI DILIP 

AVHAD MAHESH BABURAO 

Prof. Dr. S. B. Bagal 

Program 
Coordinator 

p~ 
Head Principal 

Department of Civil Engineering LGNSCOE 
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Ref: KCT's I LGNSCOE/Civil/ 2019-20/ Date: 31/07/2019 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 

NOTICE 

The Civil Engineering Students Association is pleased to announce a four-day workshop 

• on "Remote Sensing" from 27.08.2019 to 30.08.2019 in the civil engineering department's 

computer laboratory. 

• 

This workshop is designed to provide participants with a basic understanding of remote . 

sensing principles and applications, with a focus on civil engineering applications. Topics 

covered will include: 

• What is remote sensing? 

• Types of remote sensing data 

• Remote sensing applications in civil engineering 

• Hands-on exercises with remote sensing software 

The workshop is open to all students and professionals interested. in learning about 

remote sensing. To register for the workshop, please submit your names to respective class 

coordinators. The workshop is free and open to all civil engineering students and faculty 

members. 

We look forward to seeing you at the workshop! 

For queries, kindly contact the following resource persons: 

Staff Coordinators 
Prof. I. J. Bathe - 8888500091 
Pro£ S. J. Pagar - 9665440093 
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Student Coordinators 
Pawar Saurav Sunil - 7378955314 

~6. 
Pro~shi 

Head 
Department of Civil Engineering 

Prof. Dr. . B. Bagal 
Principal 

LGNSCOE 
Prof.{Dr.) Sahebrao 8 . Sagal 

Principal 
Late G. N. Sapkal College of Engineering 

Anjaneri, Nasl1ik-422 213. 
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PROGRAM REPORT 

Title of the Program: Remote Sensing Workshop 2019 

Number of Days: 4 Date of Conduction: 27.08.2019 - 30.08.2019 

Venue: Civil Engineering Department's Computer lab 

Number of Participants: 45 Male:28 Female: 17 

INTRODUCTION: 

As part of technical upskilling, the Civil Engineering Students Association (CESA) organized a training 

workshop on Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and remote sensing from August 27, 2019 to 

August 30, 2019. The overall aim of this workshop was to introduce the participants to the GIS 

software, especially concerning the following areas: 

• Searching for information provided by satellites. 

• Geographic information processing and analysis. 

• Learn how to use GIS and remote sensing software. 

A total of 45 participants participated in the workshop, which was held at the Computer Laboratory 

of the Department of Civil Engineering, Late G. N. Sapkal College of Engineering, Nashik. It was 

• 
organized by the Civil Engineering Students Association (CESA). The workshop began at 10 a.m. with a 

- ~ 
welcome and felicitation ceremony, followed by the first introductory session of the workshop. The 

session started at 1 pm where all the participants were welcomed and the trainer explained the aim 

and objectives of this workshop. This workshop consisted of two modules: Geographic Systems 

Information and Remote Sensing. 

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM: 

1. First session of training: The first session of training began with the installation of the ArcGIS 

software on the computers of the participants. The trainer first presented the theoretical frame 

of GIS before beginning to showcase ArcGIS software applications. This module took them two 

days. The first session consisted of: 

• Introducing the ArcGIS software and its functionality. 

Page 1 ofS 
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• Presentation of standard functions within ARC Map; 

• Presentation of toolbox functions· , 

• A set of exercises about recording, selecting elements using several methods, creating 

files using existing files, and saving them in a folder. 

• A practical exercise consisting of extracting village boundaries, areas, such as rivers, 

lakes, and cities 100 kilometers around these lakes and rivers, and population density in 

these areas. The session closed at 4:45 p.m. During this session, the trainers were asked 

a set of questions on ArcGIS functionality, which the trainers answered. 

Question 1: Why do we not have the same functions box in ArcGIS software as the trainers? 

Answer: Because you activated 'typical install' and we activated 'complete install'. So, you 

have to activate the button 'complete install' to have the same function box displayed, but 

you will need too much time and free space on your disk to install the software in this way. 

Question 2: How will we know if a city is not selected on a map with Arc MAP? 

Answer: cities selected are blue on the map and cited unselected are black. 

Question 3: How can we know if there is a particular function in ArcGIS software? 

Answer: You have to read the software's help document or other documents about ArcGIS 

on the internet to get a functions list and learn what they can do. If you need a function 

now, you can find it by clicking on search and writing its name. 

• 2. Second session of training: At the beginning of this second session, participants suggested to 

the trainers to take revision of the first session. The trainers showed them again how to create 

a geographical map. After a short revision, they gave them a set of exercises and practices with 

the ARC map. The first module of training finished at 1 o'clock. These two sessions of training 

allowed the participants to become familiar with GIS and the ArcGIS software. After the lunch 

break, the trainers installed the ERDAS software and introduced the theory of Remote Sensing. 

As in the first session, participants asked a set of questions and trainers answered these 

questions. 

Question 1: Is there a standard proportionality between the original map and the extracted 

map? 

Answer: No, there · 't. It depends on the user, who can give his extract map any size 
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regardless of the original map. 
Question 2: How can we move a map with the mouse in the ArcGIS software? 

Answer: In a tools box, select the hand symbol and slip it on the map to move it. 

Question 3: Do coordinates or the grid change when we move the map? 
Answer: Try to move and notice. They don't change because the grid and the map are 

bound (fixed) Contribution: To display all the pictures on a map properly, we have to use 

the Degree minute unit instead of the UTM unit. 
• 3. REMOTE SENSING, Third session of training: The first session of this third session was training 

on Remote Sensing with ERDAS software. It was about: 

• Obtaining Remote Sensing data; 

• Presentation of ERDAS software and data import function; 

• Data processing with ERDAS. 

GIS session with participants Practical session with participants. 
4. The second section was about atmospheric correction. Trainers presented the context of 

atmospheric correction before installing ENVI software. To help participants understand 

atmospheric correction well, they gave them a set of exercises to do with ENVI software. 

Trainers ended the session by introducing the participants to the classification concept. This 

session helped participants to understand Remote Sensing and to use the ENVI software. The 

questions asked by participants were: 
Question 1: Do bands number 1 to 7 depending on the type of satellite? 

Answer: Yes, they depend on the type of satellite. Users were encouraged to read a 

document about spectral theory. 
Question 2: How can we know that such a picture or color on the map is indicative of a 

particular object? 
Answer: refer to the documentation on spectral theory and spectral signatures to identify 

an object that a picture or color represents. The second PowerPoint slide of the workshop 

gives the reflectance of various objects. Using reflectance, you can identify an object that a 

picture represents. 
5. Fourth session of training: This last session aimed to estimate the quantity of carbon loss through 
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mapped land use change during a period of 10 years. To do this, the trainers used the following 

steps: 

• Determination of a matrix that shows which land use classes changed, as well as the area 

of change, during a period of 1 O years using ERDAS software 

• Estimation of the areal extent of forest transformed during a period of 10 years. 

• Estimation of carbon quantity that was affected by the transformation during a period of 

10 years. 
• Participants followed these steps and obtained a final result that was saved as an Excel spreadsheet 

file. This session was rich in debate because participants could not designate other land use changes 

(apart from forest transformations) They finished this last session with a practical exercise to import 

GPS points, from a portal GPS device, into the GIS system on the computer. These four sessions 

allowed participants to get familiar with satellite data sets, image process routines, analysis methods, 

and how to view and explore their results in an ArcGIS system, ERDAS, and ENVI software. 

Questions asked during this session were: 

• 

Question 1: How should one choose the colors to represent transformation or other changes 

in land use? 
Answer: It depends on the profession of a person. A town planner and an environmentalist 

should not have the same color. The important thing is to explain the transformation result 

from the land use change mapping . 
Question 2: How do you import parameters for carbon stock changes, based on the carbon 

content of forests and woodlands (non-forests), into an Excel spreadsheet file? 

Answer: The carbon stock values per land cover are given from literature references and are 

universal. You can get default carbon stock changes from land use changes and also from the 

internet. They indicate the quantity of carbon loss through the transformation of one hectare 

of forest. 

CLOSURE OF WORKSHOP: 
In summary, the CESA Secretary expressed his satisfaction with the results of the workshop. He also 

thanked the trainers for their availability and effort. He expressed gratitude to Dr. S. B. Bagal, 

Principal LGNSCOE and Dr. D. P. Joshi, Head of the Civil Engineering Department, and Prof. I. J. 

Bathe, the coordinator of th ' ~ shop, for a good unfolding of this training, and thanked the 
, .QKal C ~ "' participants for their co -J~1).leas..._ t!_~"0\~~ thanked all those who took part in the organization of this 
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workshop. He reminded participants that other workshops particularly on databases would take place 

soon and hoped that they would all participate in these workshops, given the direct connection 

between this workshop and the latter. He also commented on the social interest of workshops to 

participants because, beyond training, they help participants to establish good relationships and to 

make the acquaintance of others. Lastly, he reminded all participants not to hesitate to get in touch 

with him. The trainers thanked the participants for their contributions. Furthermore, they encouraged 

them to repeat all the exercises that they had done during the workshop, to check how well they had 

understood the modules they had been taught. Participants were asked what they thought about the 

workshop and provided criticism and suggestions to improve future workshops in this regard. They 

expressed their satisfaction with the workshop while noting some shortcomings and giving the 

following recommendations: 
• Increase the duration of the workshop because time was not enough to assimilate the modules 

that the trainers taught. 
• Have ERDAS manuals at the participant's disposal, particularly on data importation with 

ERDAS software. 
• Have complete versions of GIS software to use all functions they contain. 

Photographs: 

')-'ii glimpse during 1!,eorotical session <>( remote sensing for a batch of 5 allendees 

¥ Prof. Dr. D. P. Joshi 
Head 

Department of Civil Engineering 
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Civil Engineering Students Organization (CESA) 

In association with 

Department of Civil Engineering 

Remote Sensing Workshop 2019 

Student Attendance Report 

Date: 27/08/2019 - 30/08/2019 Venue: Computer Laboratory, 
Department of Civil Engineering 

SR.NO. NAME OF CANDIDATES CLASS 

1 AHIRE PRIYANKA KAPUR TE-A 

2 GHUGE KIRT! SHREERANG BE-A 

3 KHAIRNAR SIDDHI KRISHNARAJ SE- B 

4 PROF.1.J.BATHE FACULTY 

5 NIGAL SUNNY SUNIL BE- B 

6 PROF. MADHURI. Z. KHAIRNAR FACULTY 

7 VASAVA NEHAKUMARI PRADIPSINH TE- B 

8 DHIWARE NIKITA NANAJI BE- B 

9 BHALERAO DNYANESHWARI RAJENDRA SE- B 

10 KHAMBAYAT SHALINI RAMDAS TE-A 

11 PATIL GIRISH SANJAY BE-A 

12 CHAUDHARI RUTUJA SHIVAJI TE- B 

13 LANDE RUTIK SIDDHESHWAR SE-A 

14 BHALERAO SAMARTH BHASKAR SE - B 

15 PATIL NIKHIL PRAKASH TE-A 

16 TIDKE MAHESH KAILAS BE- B 

17 DHOKCHAULE PRAJWAL BABASAHEB SE-A 

18 CHAVAN SHUBHAM ANIL TE- B 

19 GAVIT DANIEL PRABHAKAR SE-A 

20 KAHAR ANIRUDHA ARVIND SE-A 

21 PATIL SAVI DHANARAJ BE-A 
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SE-A 
MAHALE ROSHAN TUSHAR SE -A 
MAHAJAN SWAPNIL RAMESH TE- B 
SALi GANESH PRAKASH SE-A 
KHAIRNAR OM KAR NIVRUTTI TE-A 
PAWAR MAYUR SURESH TE-A 
MALI PRAGATI AVINASH SE- B 
GADAKH PAVAN NAVANATH TE- B 
PATIL SHUBHAM DIGAMBAR SE:..A 

KEDARE MEGHA VIJAY BE - B 
PAWAR PRIYANKA BAKARAM BE- B 

PAWAR SAURAV SUNIL TE-A 

KUTE PRIYANKA DILIP BE - B 
PARAKH SHUBHAM JITENDRA SE- B 

JADHAV NILESH BAPU BE-A 
RANE PRANJALI UMAKANT 
RAKHUNDE PALASH RAMRAO 

SE - B 

KHAIRNAR HARSHWARDHAN RAJENDRA 
SE- B 

TE-A 
GOWDA VEDU HONNE 
BODKE SHANTANU BABANRAO 

SE-A 

BHAMARE PALLAVI KESHAV 
BE - B 

TE - B 
PATIL POONAM BALU 
AV HAD MAH ESH BABU RAO 

SE-A 

BE-A 
AHER HEMLATA DINKAR SE- B 
SHINDE SAURABH RAM 

r((~ 
Prof~~- Joshi Prof. Dr. S. B. Bagal 

Head Principal 
Department of Civil Engineering LGNSCOE Prof.(Dr.) Sahebrao s. Sagal 

Principa l 
L:ite \..J . N . Sapka! Col!ege of Engineering 

An1aneri , N.::stlik-422 213 . 
















